GOVERNMENT OF NCT OF DELHI
TRANSPORT DEPARTMENT
(STATE TRANSPORT AUTHORITY)
5/9, UNDER HILL ROAD, DELHI – 110054.

File No. AS/STA/TPT/2015 1313-1319

Dated 13-9-2018

ORDER

Sub. Request of inviting suggestion/objection from the operators for changing the via of Route no. F709A which was revised/changed recently by STA.

1. The route of F-709A was originally from Najafgarh to Palam Village. The operators requested for extension up to Mahipalpur, which was allowed by STA Board in its meeting held on 15.09.2014. The via of the extension as approved by the STA Board was through Dwarka Sector 6-10, Bagdola, Dwarka Sector 21 under Pass, Pushpanjali, Samikha crossing, Rangpuri to Mahipalpur.

2. However, the operators demanded via from Palam Gaon to Palam airport, Shankar Vihar and Mahipalpur, so that the commuters from Najafgarh could get straight service up to Mahipal Pur.

3. Thereafter, vide order dated 19-04-2016, the via of the route as demanded by the operators had been allowed subject to Ex-post facto approval of the STA board.

4. Due to change in via, the modified route of F709A overlapped with the route No. F-711A. After this change in via of route No.F-709A, numbers of objections had been received from operators of route No. F-711A claiming that due to change in via of route No. F-709A, their route had become unviable.

5. The representatives of both the routes (i.e. Route no. F709A & F711A) were personally heard by the STA Board in its meeting held on 29.05.2017 and after considering the representations of operators of routes F709A and F711A, it was resolved not to grant ex-post facto approval for change of via of the route No. F709A from Shankar Vihar and the operators of route F709A were to continue to operate on earlier route via through Rang Puri, Samalkha and Dwarka underpass. It was further resolved that in future, no route modification should be allowed without calling objections from affected parties.
6. Thereafter, Operators of route No. F709A submitted a representation, whereby it was requested that in place of via decided in the STA Board, their route via may be considered to be changed as Najafgarh to Mahipal Pur via- Deen Pur, Goyla Dairy, Shyam Vihar, Sector-19, Sector-9 Dwarka, Sector 21, underpass, Rang Puri and Mahipal Pur.

7. The matter was again placed before the STA Board in its meeting held on 04-09-2017 vide Agenda No.33/2017. The Board resolved that the new via suggested by the operators of route no. F709A may be placed in public domain for soliciting objection from the other operators.

8. In view of decision taken by STA Board, objections/ suggestions were solicited vide order dated 03.10.2017 from the operators, on the via requested by the operators of route no. F709A. No objection to this effect was received by the department within stipulated time period.

9. The matter was placed before the STA Board meeting held on 13-04-2018. The STA Board heard the representatives of F 709A and approved the new via suggested by the operators of route no. F709A i.e. Najafgarh, Deen Pur, Goyla Dairy, Shyam Vihar, Dwarka Sector-19, Sector-9, Sector 21, underpass, Rang Puri and Mahipal Pur. The Permit holders were directed to obtain revised permits by submitting their all previous permits.

10. The 8 operators of this route have not obtained revised permit as per the decision of the STA board and remaining 9 operators have obtained the permit on revised approved via of the route.

11. Now, the 8 operators have requested that their route via may be changed and allotted the original one which was given in the year 2014 at time of change of route i.e. Najaf Garh to Mahipal Pur –via Dwarka Mor, Raja Puri, Sector 1, Palam Gaon, Dwarka Sector 8,9,21 ,Under Pass, Pushpanjali, Samalkha crossing, Rang Puri to Mahipal Pur.

The remaining 9 operators have requested to curtail their route via up to Sector 9 Dwarka due to low patronage.

12. The matter was again placed before the STA Board in its meeting held on 28-08-2018 vide Agenda No.13/2018. The Board resolved that the via suggested by the operators of route no. F709A may be placed in public domain for soliciting objection from the other operators.
13. The objection /suggestion, if any, may be forwarded to Secretary, STA, transport department, 5/9 Under Hill Road delhi within 15 days from the date of publication.
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Copy to:
1. OSD to Commissioner Transport
2. Special Commissioner/Secretary, STA
3. Special commissioner (Transport),OPS/VIU/ARU/TU
4. Deputy Commissioner (Transport),ARU/TU/VIU
5. Deputy Commissioner (Transport), Enforcement
6. Senior System Analyst, Transport Department, with the request to upload on the official website of the Transport department
7. Assistant Secretary (STA)

(Virender Singh)
Dy. Secretary (STA)